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In this ambitious work, Hans Silvester turns his photographic eye toward ancient Africa, the

birthplace of humanity. Silvester was essentially adopted by his subjects during his travels, and his

stunning color photographs present a rare, intimate view of their world. The first volume of this

deluxe two-volume set presents the everyday lives of the Omo people, their rituals, parades,

children&#x92;s games, and even their battles. In the second volume, each photograph becomes a

masterpiece of abstract art, revealing close-ups of the tribes&#x92; traditional body paintings.

Silvester&#x92;s accompanying text traces his journey to the Horn of Africa, revealing the

fascinating beauty of a world now in danger of extinction.
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Hans Silvester was born in Germany in 1938 and took his first photographs at the age of twelve. He

became a master photographer and world traveler. His many books include Cats in the Sun and

Lavender: Fragrance of Provence (Abrams).

I hated to shell out the big bucks, but I've hit rock bottom and I admit I'm a junkie for books on

places where I've been in tribal Africa. So I had to do it--and I'm glad I did.It's hard to imagine having

any books at all on tribal life anywhere in the world and not have this two-volume set. The

photography and its richness of color as printed on the page just can't be topped. Is it just me, or are

more people "discovering" the Omo Valley these days? It's in southern Ethiopia, where people still

live much as they have for centuries--they still compete against nature for sustenance, tribes still



fight each other for grazing land, women still wear goat skins and the men of some tribes still

consider the most minimal of clothing optional. It is one of the few places in the world where tribal

attire and body painting is the real, every-day thing--not something put on for tourists. Silvester

represents it well in this set. And unlike so many coffee table books, in which any kind of meaningful

narrative is catch as catch can, Silvester's narrative is informative and engaging--more anecdotal

than a scholarly treatise.Good news: no thumbnails in the back, where you have to go for captions.

Captions are with the pictures, but I wish more of the pictures were captioned.I was apprehensive

about the second volume. The editorial review can be interpreted as meaning photos of the body

paintings have been turned into abstract art. I didn't really want to pay for something like that. But

again, I wasn't disappointed. The second volume is just photos, not photos reworked into abstract

art. The art on their bodies already is abstract art. I swear, I have seen far less impressive paintings

hanging in art galleries, commanding many thousands of dollars! Page after page, you will say

aloud, "This is amazing!"Some will hate Silvester's work. As we've seen in other reviews of books

covering tribal Africa, there will always be some who seem embarrassed by all the nudity. They will

angrily denounce such books as somehow "false," claiming such Africa no longer exists. Weird

wishful thinking, I suppose, probably having something to do with internalized racism. This 2-volume

set, then, is not for them. This photographer does not select for publication only those shots where

an elbow or a leaf just happens to shield the viewer from prudish sensitivities. And that gives you a

sense of honesty about the work. You don't feel manipulated as you might if you felt the

photographer had an agenda or was trying to be gentle with you. You don't have a vague sense of

wondering what else he doesn't want you to know.The lives and culture of the Omo Valley peoples

are so different from ours in the West that we can find them shocking at first take. Sylvester

addresses this. "When you see how these people live, you can't help asking: 'What is a savage?'

What do we understand by the term 'primitive'?" I wouldn't have used the word "savage," not even

in the context of the question, because it might imply the people really are more or less savage

unless granted some kind of special, sympathetic interpretation of the depiction. I would not want to

remotely suggest they could be seen as "savage." (Perhaps the translation from Silvester's German

wasn't the best in this instance.) In any case, once you spend time with these people--in his case, I

think it was 9 trips over 3 years--the mystery and the oddities quickly become not so odd or

mysterious. Should the photographer, then, produce a work that carefully considers Western

unfamiliarity and shock, or a work that caters more to authenticity? He goes for the authentic.Check

out Giansanti's work, and Beckwith & Fisher. Those are great too. But don't come up short without

this one, either. It will take you on a wonderful, close-up journey into the harsh but beautiful land,



and the hard but beautiful lives of the people of the Omo Valley.

I've spent some weeks in the lower Omo valley for an engineering work.This book is a wonderful

collection of pictures of the primitive tribes living there.While being there we had to give our help, as

much as possible, to these people and we learned a lot.Most of these tribes are beautiful people,

slim, tall and proud.When they do not eat crop, they often drink/eat a mix of blood from their cows

and milk. Cows are their "bank" for bad periods, they cannot kill them to eat meat.Our geologist has

been a dentist ( extracting a teeth without anestesy , better than leaving it rotten ).This book reminds

us of the wonderful period spent there, really worth buying it.

Really big. I received a set of two very heavy books in a case. I was hoping for good specific

information on the tribes I visited in So. Omo. I found some general tribal information and that

helped, but this set is aimed for visual information rather than cultural information. The first volume

has beautiful photographs, and surprisingly the second volume is much poorer quality photography

and presentation.

Totally under-valued and under-appreciated - a "vanishing" and exploited people of Ethiopia's Omo

Valley. Their plight is literally conveyed through the camera and expressed in photo imagery.

Unfortunately, now-a-days, they are reduced to begging, outlandish fashion and antics to appeal to

tourists for money.I suspect in the years to come, this volume will become an investment interest --

expensive to *price-less*...

This is a book my husband really wanted for Christmas. I did buy it of course.It is two volumes of

absolutely beautiful large format photos. It is a book that one can enjoy for years.. It was especially

meaningful to him because we had just gotten back from Ethiopia.

These have been spread on the web for some time, but the book is more than that. A great finding

and a show of modern design and good taste.

This is the most amazing production, two volumes in a slip cover. A real treasure, being shared with

all visitors.

pas de texte dans cette ÃƒÂ©dition de luxe amÃƒÂ©ricaine, ce qui la rend accessible ÃƒÂ  tous



mÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âªme ÃƒÂ  ceux qui ne parle pas l'englishe !Les images sont superbes : aprÃƒÂ¨s le choc

de la sÃƒÂ©lection prÃƒÂ©sentÃƒÂ©e au MusÃƒÂ©e Dauphinois ÃƒÂ  Grenoble, voici de quoi

retrouver le rÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âªve oÃƒÂ¹ nous invite le photographe... Hors du temps, hors du monde, la

beautÃƒÂ© ÃƒÂ  l'ÃƒÂ©tat pur.
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